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Why to 
automate
testing?

Which model should we use?

What system prompt should we use?

What other parameters should we 
use (length of response, 
temperature)



Why to 
automate
testing?

Which model should we use?

What system prompt should we use?

What other parameters should we 
use (length of response, 
temperature)

Do you really want to do manual, ad 
hoc tests?



How to 
automate 
testing?

Have some questions people 
might ask (or are asking)

Figure out what you want 
your tool to say

Test that it’s doing that



Testing 
generative 
models is 
hard!

Text is high-dimensionality

You don’t have simple 
labeled data

What does success look like?



String 
matching

Exact matches

Regex

Edit distance

Number of keywords



Example





No! 



Semantic 
similarity

“It is close in 
meaning?”

Various models for 
assessing this + 
cosine distance + 
set a threshold



Example





No! 



LLM-Led 
Evals

 

Tell an LLM 
specifically what 
you’re looking for 
and let it do your 
evaluation for you



Closeness 
between 
target, 
actual



Using a 
grading  
rubric

(with 
marvin 
ai)



Rubric example: wolf, 
goat, cabbage 
problem  



A couple 
of other 
ideas

1. It is answering the question that 

was asked? 

2. Was the answer contained in the 

context (for RAG)?

*from Athina AI, which has other 

cool LLM evals as well





Yes!



THANK
YOU!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/abigail-haddad/
https://presentofcoding.substack.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/abigail-ha
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